FINSEAL-11 HS
FLOW WRAP MACHINE FOR
BISCUIT PILE PACK

FINSEAL 11 HS FLOW WRAP MACHINE
FOR BISCUIT PILE PACK

PRODUCT SIZE (in mm)

Offering a good mix of precision, reliability and repeatability with low
maintenance, FINSEAL 11 HS gives a cost effective packaging solution.
Built to the highest standards, FINSEAL 11 HS maximizes process
productivity for those companies seeking long term performance.
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SPEED : Upto 250 PPM

Highlights:

POWER : 2.5 KW
440 V, 3 Phase, 50/60 Hz

Specially designed for packing piles of biscuits (1 to 4 biscuits in a pile)
Twin magazines for biscuits feed (adjustable for different sizes)
Twin cutting knives for fast operation
Individual packs or chain packs
String length cutting after pre-determined number of packs

All minimum and maximum sizes are not valid at same time.
Other dimensions can be considered on request.
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Principal of operation:
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FINSEAL 11 HS flow wraps piles of twin biscuits(1 to 4 biscuits in a pile ).
Biscuits are drawn from the bottom of twin magazines, which are adjustable
for different sizes of biscuits. Infeed conveyor transfers the biscuits into
wrapping film that has been formed into a tube by means of forming folder.
Bottom seal is made by three sets of rollers. Cross sealing and cutting knife
separate the packed biscuits. Heat sealable material like BOPP or laminates
is used for wrapping. Output can either be individual packs or chain packs.

Standard features:
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All surfaces over which biscuits are transported are made of stainless steel
Long seal is formed by means of three pairs of rollers, axes of which can
be tilted to get best results
Low voltage heaters for safety
Twin cutting knives for high speed operation
Individual, digital PID temperature controls for all heaters
Automatic centralized lubrication
Print registration unit for printed wrapper
Heavy distortion-free cast structure

Optional features:
Date printing unit
Variable speed drive (AC frequency control)
Castors for mobility of machine
Parallel to infeed conveyor orientation of magazines
Twin pile packing arrangement.
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